


Exp Alerts is a service that provides its Users a tool to analyze 
cryptocurrency market and receive alerts about individual 

cryptocurrency on the company’s website and in the application.



Exp Alerts is a part of the 
Exp Register that gathers six 
more services:
Exp Asset, Exp Arbitrage, Exp Mining, Exp Coin, 

Cashbox and Dicointrading.

EXP REGISTER



EXP REGISTER

Out of seven services in Exp Register cluster, one – Exp Asset –is already 
successfully working for a while.

Exp Asset is a company managing an educational Internet Platform 
focused on investing in capital and currency markets, investing in 

cryptocurrency markets and cryptocurrency markets arbitrage.

vISIT: EXPASSET.com



EXP REGISTER

Please see below the details of our future projects.

Soon will start our nexservice - Exp Arbitrage.Cryptocurrency 
arbitrage with risk-free profit from different prices of the 

same instrument listed on various exchanges. We use market 
inefficiencies to earn money for you. Launches soon. 

We believe cryptocurrency market is a 
special branch of digital economy. This is 
why, our biggest project is creating our 

own cryptocurrency. Coming soon. 

Our own mine is being used already but 
we plan to form a new mine with our 

owncurrency. We strive to create the biggest 
mining farm in Central Europe. Soon we will 

provide more details.

vISIT: EXPARbITRAGE.com

vISIT: dIcoInTRAdInG.com

It is our new project being created by team of passionate people who want 
to build future. Our team of professional traders and analysts work to make 

future best platform to trade cryptocurrency.

In order to use cryptocurrencies even more easily, we are 
creating a network of machines that will allow users to purchase 

cryptocurrencies through them. Stay tuned for further details.



AboUT EXP ALERTS

EXP Alerts is a service that provides its Users a tool to analyze cryptocurrency market and receive 
alerts about individual cryptocurrency on the company’s website and in the application.

Access to the platform gives a lot of useful 
functionalities:

Clean and useful display of the alerted cryptocurrencies 

Display of the current price of cryptocurrency

today’s change vs. yesterday’s price of cryptocurrency

Visible automatic analysis on the chart.

Creating your own analysis on the chart.

Possibility of turning on the automatic or price alerts



Alerts availability

Unlimited alerts can be purchased and set up 
personally. The more alerts you set up, the better 

knowledge you get!

Price Alerts

Set up your own Price Alerts and receive instant 
information when price reaches anticipated level.

Your notes 

Writing down your thoughts and important 
information about each cryptocurrency is useful 

and handy.

EXP Alerts features

AboUT EXP ALERTS



AvAILAbLE 
mATRIXES

1 2 3 4 5 6

15 
USD

30 
USD

60 
USD

100 
USD

120 
USD

150 
USD

Each matrix is available to buy for 3 months only
Matrixes can be built in 3 x 10 structure.

EXP ALERTS mATRIX



mATRIX EXAmPLE
FoR 2 LEvELS
A person in any matrix in the first level can have max 3  
partners, a fourth partner and the next ones are placed  
in higher levels (placement from left to right). Maximum 
levels to build is 10.

Level 2

Level 3

You!

EXP ALERTS mATRIX



mATRIX bonUS

For all Users.

5% from every matrix purchased in your matrix 
up to the 10th level

vIP bonUS

Only for Users who have purchased all matrixes 
(for the total price of 475 USD).

It initiates extra calculation of 50% from the 
Direct Partners commission.

EXP Alerts bonuses

bonUSES



mATRIXES dETAILS

Matrixes with signals for defined currency 
pairs, based on personalized parameters. 
The price point for alerts can be chosen.

Beside the signals for defined currency 
pairs,based on personalized parameters, 
there are matrixes providing also strategy alerts:

M25 M25

M25 M25

M25 M25

$15
USD

$100
USD

$30
USD

$120
USD

$60
USD

$150
USD

Signals for 3 currency pairs, based on chosen 
parameters

1 VIP strategy – Ichimoku strategy
Signals for 12 currency pairs

Signals for 6 currency pairs, based on chosen 
parameters

2 VIP strategy – Ichimoku strategy , Turtle 
Traders strategy 
Signals for 15 currency pairs

Signals for 9 currency pairs, based on chosen 
parameters

3 VIP strategy – Ichimoku strategy , Turtle 
Traders strategy
Signals for 18 currency pairs



vIP STRATEGIES

Ichimoku Kinkō Hyō is a Japanese technical analysis that gives 
clear and lucid view of current trend. When choosing Matrixes 
100, 120 and 150 USD you receive alerts based on this almost 100 
years old strategy. 

Our tools give a possibility to adjust the chart at ease, putting 
Ichimoku clouds with chosen parameters, colours and merging 
it with other parameters on the chart. They also look for 
opportunities based on the rules allowing to build the markets’ 
advantage.

Ichimoku strategy



The Donchian channel gives a possibility of profiting from the 
strategy used by Turtle Traders. They have managed to overthrow 
the myth that only certain individual can become an effective 
investor. Extremely different personalities took part in the trial 
test and made lucrative transactions. One of the best in the 
group had made 30 mln USD out of given 2 mln USD.

With ExpAlerts, when choosing Matrix 120 or Matrix 150, you 
will receive signals based on the Donchian strategy. This will 
allow you to use the same methods as Turtle Traders did.

The donchian channel

vIP STRATEGIES



For more details, user’s manual and guides

Thank you very much for the cooperation and the 
trust you have put in us.

Exp Alerts wishes you full satisfaction and best of 
luck in all your future endeavors!

vISIT: EXPALERTS.com


